Comprehensive proteome analysis of lettuce latex using multidimensional protein-identification technology.
Commercially, lettuce (Lactuca sativa) is one of the most important leafy vegetables. Lettuce produces a milky latex of variable chemical compositions within its laticifers. As a step toward understanding the main physiological roles of this latex in higher plants, we embarked on its proteomic analysis. We investigated 587 latex proteins that were identified from the lettuce latex using multidimensional protein-identification technology. A bioinformatics analysis showed that the most frequently encountered proteins in the latex were organellar proteins from plastids and mitochondria, followed by nucleic and cytoplasmic proteins. Functional classification of the identified proteins showed that proteins related to metabolism, cell rescue, defense, and virulence were the most abundant in lettuce latex. Furthermore, numerous resistance proteins of lettuce and viral proteins were present in the latex suggesting for the first time a possible function of the lettuce latex in defense or pathogenesis. To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first large-scale proteome analysis of lettuce latex.